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Laid-Back Luxury
A Barrington home is a study in minimalism-meets-coastal

While the architectural type might be classified as Colonial and the location is steps from the water, don’t anticipate finding any 
wrought iron or wicker at this Rumstick Road address. The interior design stems from sensibilities succinctly described by the husband 
as “urban super-modern minimalist.” Sitting on 1.6 acres, the property boasts many luxe features like seven fireplaces, a chef’s kitchen, 
and a master suite with closets clocking in at 18 feet. However grand, spaces throughout maintain a clean simplicity by design.

Photography by Nat Rea courtesy of Kelly Taylor Interior Design
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Originally from London, the homeown-
ers were lured to Rhode Island by Hasbro, 
Inc. for a two-year stint. Twenty years, two 
teenagers, and new ventures later, the cou-
ple continues to enjoy life in the Ocean 
State. “We love being surrounded by the 
water, so close to Boston and New York,” 
says the husband. When it was time to re-
fresh the Barrington estate, award-winning 
interior designer Kelly Taylor of KTID was 
enlisted. Taylor got an immediate sense of 

the couple’s aesthetic and despite the large 
footprint, worked to give spaces the vibe of 
a cool London flat.

“We like clean, simple, non-fussy, and 
one palette: black, gray, white, navy,” says 
the husband. Mindful of the preferences, 
Taylor worked with her clients to infuse an 
additional hue or two. “I encouraged a little 
color in the main living area, so we went 
with purple as a neutral with their colors,” 
says Taylor adding, “I love purple.” Textures 

and patterns were brought in to add visual 
interest and warmth. 

Taylor also coordinated structural modi-
fications which included updating the stair-
case with sleek glass rails, replacing floors, 

Want your home featured in 
The Bay?

Email Elyse@ProvidenceOnline.com
to learn more
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and adding “modern lighting where the house 
craved it.” Some furnishings were replaced but, 
notes Taylor, “We also left anything bare that 
called for simplicity.”

“Like me, the homeowners don’t want the 
house to be a cliche. Just because it is on the 
water doesn’t mean everything needs to be 
blue with nautical themes; a waterfront home 
doesn’t need to mean clinging to certain colors 
or ocean themes but rather a modern repre-
sentation of clean living,” says Taylor. “My man-
tra is ‘redefine’ coastal living and that’s exactly 
what we have done here. The bay is the back-
drop, and with the white walls, cabinets, and 
minimalist color palette, Rhode Island is actu-
ally the star of the show.”

Says the husband, “Our minimalist style al-
lows the view to become the art around us.” 
Taylor adds with a smile, “It’s British style with 
a stunning Rhody backdrop.”

GET RHODY STYLE

SEATING ARRANGEMENT
Chairs can be a low-risk way to bring color, 
shape, or texture into a room. For exam-
ple, the mid-century counter stools in the 
kitchen are durable, chic, and a!ordable. 

B IS FOR SMALL BIZ
The homeowners list the following as faves 
around town: Barrington Books, Brick-
yard Pizza, Bagels Etc. in Barrington, and 
Madrid Bakery and Bacaro in Providence. 

NATURAL INSTINCTS
A potted plant with interesting leaves 
or fronds, or large bloom will add or-
ganic shape and color instantly.

DESIGN LOCAL
From design strategy and space plan-
ning to whole-scale gut renovations 
and fit outs, Kelly Taylor and team guide 
clients through the complex process of 
creating personal design. KTID.net
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Inspired to make spring-forward updates? Here are some ideas 
along with shop local leads to discover.




